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ABSTRACT
Renewable energy based distributed power generators are becoming an integral part of future power systems.  

Power electronic converters have a major role as the interface device between the renewable energy sources and the 
utility grid. Since the power electronic converters do not possess any rotating inertia like a synchronous generator, 
rapid fluctuations in power supply and demand cause sudden deviations in the frequency of power electronic converter 
dominated weak grids. A virtual synchronous machine (VSM) approach for controlling the inverters connected to the 
grid attempts to imitate the behaviour of a synchronous machine and provides virtual inertia to the grid by virtue of 
the electric storage. In this paper a modified VSM control strategy based on swing equation is proposed for three-
phase grid connected inverters. The proposed control strategy is implemented in stationary reference frame and does 
not need a phase locked loop for grid synchronization unlike many of the existing methods reported in the literature. 
The VSM unit consists of a DC storage unit connected through a three-phase voltage source converter with an LCL-
filter into the grid and the corresponding local control system. A test setup of the VSM unit with the specification of 
200 V, 50 Hz, 1 kVA is developed in laboratory environment to validate the control scheme. Different performance 
studies such as real and reactive power control of VSM, effect of variation in the value of inertia of VSM on the power 
response, and response of VSM for the grid frequency variation have been carried out. The performance of VSM 
control is compared with the conventional droop control method for the grid connected converters. The results prove 
that the modified VSM control scheme gives better performance than the conventional droop control.  

Keywords: Virtual synchronous machine; virtual inertia; real time simulator.

INTRODUCTION
Pollution caused due to the combustion of fossil fuels in conventional power generating stations and the diminishing 

gap between the supply and demand of fossil fuels are two major factors that have given a major impetus towards the 
utilization of renewable energy in the last few decades. Due to the intermittency of the renewable sources like solar 
and wind energy, power electronic converters like inverters form a crucial interface between the renewable sources 
and the utility grid. The percentage share of converter based renewable energy generation in the power system network 
increases at an exponential rate in most countries due to the government policies for promoting renewable energy 
utilization. Microgrid concept for power generation and distribution is popular in the last two decades as a promising 
model for future power systems. 

A microgrid is capable of operating in islanded mode in addition to the grid connected mode of operation. In 
islanded mode of operation, the inverter based distributed generators have the additional role of maintaining the 
stability of the microgrid. The stability analysis of inverter based microgrids requires the development of the small 
signal state space model of the microgrid to properly design the controller parameters (Pogaku et al., 2007). Adaptive 
controllers along with efficient communication networks can help the inverters in the microgrid to return to normal 
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operating conditions after transients (Bidram et al., 2014). But, still the lack of inertia in inverter based microgrids 
causes serious transient stability issues (Tielens et al., 2016). Provision of imparting virtual inertia to inverters by 
using electrical energy storage available at the DC link is considered as a promising solution for the frequency stability 
issues in microgrids (Pertl et al., 2017). 

A control strategy based on the emulation of a synchronous generator was proposed by Beck and Hesse (2007) for 
inverters operating in weak grids, which is named Virtual Synchronous Machine (VISMA) concept by the authors. The 
unique feature of this control strategy is that it combines the merits of an inverter with the static and dynamic properties 
of a synchronous generator. But since a full order model of a synchronous generator is required for the controller, it 
makes the overall control scheme complex. The Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG) concept was proposed by 
Driesen and Visscher (2008), which imparts virtual inertia to an inverter with the help of short term energy storage. This 
idea increases the grid stability for the power electronic converter based microgrids. The limitations on the penetration 
level of power electronic interfaced generators in the utility grid can be removed using this type of control. 

The Synchronverter concept, which mimics the behaviour of synchronous generators in an inverter, was proposed 
by Zhong and Weiss (2011). When compared to the VISMA concept, the performance of a synchronverter is not 
affected by the tracking error of the currents and voltages. But the synchronverter control scheme needed a Phase 
Locked Loop (PLL) to synchronize the inverter with the grid whenever it moves from islanded mode to grid connected 
mode. Self synchronized synchronverter was proposed by Zhong et al. (2014), which does not need a PLL for its 
synchronization with the grid.

State space model of a virtual synchronous machine (VSM) implementation with cascaded voltage-current control 
loop is developed by D’Arco et al. (2015). The stability assessment is conducted using the eigenvalues of the small 
signal model and their parametric sensitivities. The linearized small signal model of the VSM operating in islanded 
mode and the design of VSM parameters based on small signal models are presented by Wu et al. (2016). An enhanced 
VSM strategy is proposed to solve the issues of active power oscillation and improper transient active power sharing 
in parallel VSM controlled inverters by adapting the virtual stator reactance based on state space analysis (Liu et 
al., 2017). An algebraic VSM proposed by Hirase et al. (2018) with a minimum number of parameters was used to 
suppress the frequency and voltage deviations in microgrids. 

A self tuning algorithm for finding the optimum parameters of the VSM for minimizing the amplitude, the rate of 
change of frequency values, and power transfer from energy storage is proposed in Torres et al. (2014). The self tuning 
VSM was found to give similar performance as that of constant parameters VSM with lesser power consumption from 
energy storage. Instead of using a constant value of the moment of inertia in a VSM, its value is switched between 
a small value and a large value based on the feedback signals (Alipoor et al., 2015). By alternating the moment of 
inertia between the small and large values, the frequency and power oscillations were found to be damped.  Guan et 
al.  (2015) proposes a synchronous generator emulation control scheme for Voltage Source Converter (VSC) - HVDC 
station. The VSM control has been implemented in a single phase grid connected solar-PV inverter with battery 
storage in Mishra et al. (2016).  Since DC microgrids are gaining popularity these days, the possibility of the DC 
microgrid integration as VSM into the utility grid has also been explored (Chen et al., 2017). 

This paper focuses mainly on developing a VSM control for power electronic converters, which are used in power 
system applications. The basic swing equation of a synchronous machine is used to impart virtual inertia properties 
to the converter without the need for a PLL. The objectives of this work are as follows: a) Modelling, simulation, and 
performance evaluation of VSM control; b) Implementation of VSM control on a real time simulator; c) Performance 
evaluation and comparison with existing droop control method. 

VIRTUAL SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE CONTROL 
A three-phase inverter along with an LCL filter, DC source, or energy storage and the associated VSM based 

controller, which controls the gate pulses of the inverter, can be considered as a VSM as shown in Figure 1. The VSM 
is connected to the grid using a static switch, S. The LCL filter is used to filter out the harmonic contents present in the 
output of the inverter to give a sinusoidal current at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC). The voltage and current 
signals from the PCC are measured and these signals are used by VSM controller to generate the gate pulses to operate 
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the inverter. The inverter is capable of operating with bidirectional power flow; i.e., it can inject power into the grid or 
absorb power from the grid depending on the operating conditions.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of VSM connected to grid.

The VSM control operates based on the synchronous machine’s swing equation to emulate its virtual inertia 
property. According to the rotor motion equation of the synchronous machine, the acceleration of the virtual machine 
speed is determined by the power balance equation as follows: 

     (1)

where  is the inertia constant,  is the angular speed of the VSM,  is the virtual input mechanical power, 
 is the measured electrical power injected to the grid from VSM,  is the reference angular speed of the VSM, 

 is the angular speed of the grid,  is the damping constant,  is the droop constant, and  is the output 
power reference of the VSM. Rearranging and integrating Equation (1), we get

                                                                                      (2)

The VSM control strategy is basically developed from Equation (1) and Equation (2). The schematic diagram of 
VSM control is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of VSM control.
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Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the real and reactive power control of VSM. The power fed by the VSM is 
controlled by a PI controller, which keeps the actual power fed by VSM to the reference real power by adjusting the 
phase angle of the modulating sine wave as given in Equation (3). Similarly, the magnitude of modulation voltage is 
derived from reactive power as given in Equation (4).

                                                                           (3)

                                                  (4)

Fig. 3. Real and reactive power control of VSM.

PVSM  and Q* are the reference real and reactive powers to the VSM. The reference reactive power is taken as zero 
in this work. When the reference real power is positive, VSM injects power into the grid and absorbs power from the 
grid when it is negative. By controlling the reference power, the amount of power from the DC side to the AC side 
of the inverter can be controlled using VSM. Pe and Qe are the actual real and reactive power transferred between the 
VSM and the grid. The actual real and reactive powers are calculated from the measured three-phase voltages (vo) and 
currents (io) at the PCC. Finally, the three-phase modulation voltages are calculated as given in Equations (5)-(7) and 
given to the PWM block for gate pulse generation to drive the IGBT switches in the inverter.

                                                                                   (5)

                                                                         (6)

                                                                        (7)

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
 The mathematical modelling and stability analysis of the proposed control strategy are carried out using the 

small signal state space model of the VSM connected to the utility grid based on the methodology reported by D’Arco 
et al. (2015).  The state space representation of the system consists of ten distinct state variables and four input signals. 
The state vector, x, and input vector, u, are defined by Equation (8) and Equation (9).

         (8)

                                                                       (9)

The non-linear state space model of the system is given by Equations (10)-(19) based on the overall system model 
as shown in Figures 1- 3.
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                                                                   (10)

                                                                    (11)

                                      (12)

                                       (13)

                                                  (14)

                                                  (15)

                                                                               (16)

                                                                (17)

                            (18)

                                                                                             (19)

 Equation (18) is formulated from equation (1) with the assumption that the grid frequency, , is 
approximately equal to  during the steady state operation of the VSM control. In the state space model, vo and 
io are the output voltage and current, respectively, at the PCC, iinv is the output current of the inverter before the LCL 
filter, Lf and Rf are the values of the inductor used in the LCL filter, Cf is value of the filter capacitor,  represents the 
integrator output of the power controller, and  represents the integrator output of the voltage controller. The real and 
reactive powers of the VSM are calculated using the voltage and current signals obtained in d-q from the abc frame. 
The inverter output voltage before the LCL filter is represented by vinv has the expression given in Equation (20). 

                                                        (20)

 Since the Equations (10)-(20) are non-linear, the classical stability assessment methods cannot be directly 
applied. Therefore, a corresponding linearized small signal state space model is given by Equation (21). 

                                                                                           (21)

 The eigenvalues of the A matrix can be calculated to identify the oscillatory modes of the system. The 
resulting system eigenvalues are given in Table 1 and plotted as shown in Figure 4. Since the eigenvalues lie on the 
left side of the imaginary axis and far from the origin, the system can be considered as stable.
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Table 1. System eigenvalues.

λ1 =  –50.4 λ6 = –148.8– j 912.0

λ2 = –301.2 λ7 = –495.0

λ3 = –78.7+j 1510.0 λ8 = – 286.9+ j 498.0

λ4 = –78.7–j 1510.0 λ9 = – 286.9+ j 498.0

λ5 = –148.8+ j 912.0 λ10 = –179.6

Fig. 4. Eigenvalue plot.

SIMULATION OF VSM AND VALIDATION USING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the proposed mathematical model of the VSM, a simulation model is developed using MATLAB/Simulink 

to conduct various performance studies. Various parameters of the VSM used in the simulation are given in Table 2. 
For realising the feasible implementation of VSM based inverter control in the laboratory environment, the VSM is 
designed for a base power rating of 1 kVA. The line to line voltage of the AC side of the VSC converter is taken as 200 
V RMS, 50 Hz. Frequency droop constant, kw, and voltage droop constant, kq, are given in per unit (p.u.) values.

Table 2. Specifications of VSM controlled grid connected inverter system.

Parameter Value
Grid voltage (L-L) 200 V
Grid frequency 50 Hz
Lf  & Cf 66 mH & 80 μF
DC link voltage 360 V
Virtual inertia constant, Ta 2 s
Angular frequency of VSM, 314 rad/s
Frequency droop constant, kw 20 p.u.
Voltage droop constant, kq 0.2 p.u.
Switching frequency 1350 Hz

The VSM control algorithm is implemented in OPAL-RT® OP5700 real time simulator system to control a grid 
connected inverter set up in the laboratory. The DC source, the three-phase inverter, and the LCL filters are fabricated 
as per the specifications given in Table 2. The voltage and current signals from the VSM at the PCC are acquired and 
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fed to the real time simulator using OPAL-RT OP8660 data acquisition system. The data acquisition system senses 
currents and voltages at the PCC and converts them into analog signals with maximum amplitude of ±10 V and fed to 
the real time simulator. The real time simulator runs the VSM control algorithm with the current and voltage signals at 
the PCC as feedback signals and generates six PWM gate pulses needed to drive the IGBT’s in the VSM.  

For validating the proposed control strategy for VSM simulation, hardware experimentations were conducted. The 
output current and voltage obtained during simulation and hardware experimentation are shown in Figure 5. The line 
current flowing through each phase at the PCC is shown in Figure 5 (a) and 5(b). The line to line voltage across all the 
phases at the PCC is shown in Figure 5 (c) and 5(d). 

                  (a) Output current - Simulation results    (b) Output current- Hardware results

                         (c) Output voltage - Simulation results   (d) Output voltage - Hardware results

Fig. 5. Output current and voltage waveforms of VSM.

A. Response of VSM to the variation in grid frequency

At 2s, the grid frequency is reduced from 50 Hz to 49 Hz, and the corresponding variation in real power, reactive 
power, frequency of VSM, and grid frequency obtained in both simulation and experimentation are shown in Figure 
6. From the figure, it is evident that when the grid frequency is reduced, there is no change in reactive power except 
a small deviation during the transient period. But the real power fed by the VSM to the grid increases, similar to the 
drooping characteristics of synchronous machine with governor mechanism. The grid frequency as measured by a 
PLL can be seen to be dropping from 50 Hz to 49 Hz and the VSM frequency is seen to follow the variation in grid 
frequency. The observed waveforms of both simulation and experimentation closely match with each other. 
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 (a) Simulation results  (b) Hardware results

Fig. 6. Variation in real power, reactive power, grid frequency, and VSM frequency.

B. Response of VSM to the variation in real power reference

Performance of the VSM has been verified for transferring a real power of 500 W between the grid and VSM 
by giving the reference active power to the VSM. According to the reference real power, VSM injects or absorbs 
500 W real power into or from the grid as shown in Figure 7(a). Initially transients can be observed in the real and 
reactive power during the synchronization process of VSM with grid, which is initiated at the instant t1. Whenever the 
reference active power changes, a small disturbance is observed in reactive power due to the coupling between active 
and reactive power. Figure 7(b) shows the real and reactive power control of VSM using reference values. In the first 
half of the waveform obtained from the DSO, a negative real power reference (– 400 W) was given and then a positive 
real power reference (400 W) was given. Later on, a positive reactive power reference (400 VAR) was given and then 
a negative reactive power reference (– 400 VAR) was given. Figure 7(b) proves the capacity of VSM to control the real 
and reactive power injection and absorption with the grid using external real and reactive power reference. 

Figure 8(a) shows the voltage at PCC and the output current of phase ‘A’ during the power sharing of VSM with the 
grid. The output current of phase ‘A’ of VSM is in phase with the phase ‘A’ voltage at PCC when the power is injected 
from VSM. Similarly, it is 180º out of phase when the power is absorbed from the grid as shown in Figure 8(b).

(a) (b)
Fig. 7. (a) Active power control in VSM (b)  and  variation during P and Q changes.
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                                               (a)                                                                           (b)
Fig. 8. Voltage and current (Phase ‘A’) waveforms when (a) P = 500 W (b) P= -500 W.

EFFECT OF VARIATION IN THE INERTIA VALUE ON THE POWER RESPONSE
The effect of variation in the value of inertia (H=1/Ta) on the power response is simulated and the performance is 

studied. When the value of inertia constant, H, of VSM increases, rise time in the response of output power decreases. 
The oscillations due to low frequency variations in the output power of VSM are eliminated by changing the value of 
H. However, delay time increases further as shown in Figure 9. 

(a) (b)
Fig. 9. Effect of inertial value on (a) Output power of VSM (b) Angular frequency.

COMPARISON OF VSM CONTROL WITH DROOP CONTROL
Load sharing among parallel connected synchronous generators is achieved using power versus frequency droop 

characteristics in the governor control. Droop control has been implemented in inverter based microgrids for load 
sharing among the parallel inverters. Studies conducted by different researchers show the similarities and differences 
in the droop controlled inverters and the VSM based control schemes (Arco et al., 2014; and Liu et al. 2016). It 
has been established from the studies that droop control can be considered as a special case of VSM control with 
zero inertia. Therefore droop control can only mimic the operation of governor in synchronous generator, while the 
VSM control mimics the inertial characteristics of the synchronous generators. In this section, the performance of the 
proposed VSM control is compared with the conventional power versus frequency based droop control method for 
inverters. The reference power generated from the droop control, Pref , is given in Equation (22). The value of  is 
calculated by PLL in this droop control method. 

                                                                             (22)

When the frequency of the grid changes from 50 Hz to 51 Hz, droop control makes the inverter to absorb real 
power of 500 W from the grid. The output current of droop control for the increase in the grid frequency is shown in 
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Figure 10(a). Delay caused by PLL in the computation of  is reflected in the response of droop control because 
the reference power is generated from the frequency error in droop control. When the power is absorbed (negative 
power), the output current of VSC is phase shifted by 180º as shown in Figure 10(a). Similarly, the real power of 500 
W is injected by the droop control when the grid frequency decreases from 50 Hz to 49 Hz as shown in Figure 10(b). 
The comparison in terms of output power response has been carried out between the VSM control and the existing 
droop control as shown in Figure 11(a). The VSM control gives less overshoot in output power response during 
frequency fluctuations. A steady state oscillation shall be observed in the real power injected into the grid by droop 
control as shown Figure 11(b). This fluctuation is due to the small error present in the computation of grid frequency 
by PLL. This oscillation may be worse when large sustained frequency variations occur in the grid. Thus it can be 
concluded that the VSM control gives a better response for inverters connected in weak grids, when compared to the 
conventional droop control.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) Droop control response to grid frequency rise from 50 Hz to 51 Hz; (b) P, Q and ωgrid of droop control 
for decrease in grid frequency from 50 Hz to 49 Hz.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. (a) Real power response for small frequency change; (b) Real power response for large frequency change.

PERFORMANCE OF MODIFIED VSM CONTROL WITH CONVENTIONAL DROOP 
AND VSM CONTROL METHODS

According to the rotor motion equation of the synchronous machine, the acceleration of the machine is determined 
by the power balance equation with damping term, i.e., 

 
(Case 1) as given in Equation (1). But the 

damping term contains  which is computed using a PLL unit. The PLL unit is not capable of tracking the value 
of frequency during sudden fluctuations in grid voltage. To understand the feasibility to eliminate the PLL from the 
VSM control, Equation (1) is modified by removing the damping term as given in Equation (23) and a case study is 
conducted on the experimental setup of the VSM (Case 2).
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                                                (23)

Experimental result of the VSM without damping term (Case 2) is compared with the VSM control with damping 
term (Case 1) as shown in Figure 12. When the damping term is removed in VSM control, some oscillations occur 
in the output power. This proves that the damping term helps the VSM control like the damper windings in the 
synchronous machine to control the output power without any oscillations. However, these oscillations present in Case 
2 can be eliminated by increasing the integral gain,  of the PI controller by a factor λ as expressed in Equation (24) 
(Case 3).

                                                                    (24)

The response of VSM for Case 3 is shown in Figure 12 for the value of  = 2.5. The figure confirms that 
the response of VSM for both the Case 1 and Case 3 is almost the same. Hence, the PLL unit can be removed 
permanently from the VSM control. Though the PLL unit is successfully removed from the VSM control, the VSM 
control has a delay time (td1) of 0.20 s in both Case 1 and Case 3. To improve the speed of response of the VSM 
control, an attempt is made by adding a positive power term  which acts as a compensation 
term for improving the speed of response in the rotor motion equation. Equation (23) is modified further as given 
in Equation (25) (Case 4). This VSM control is proposed as a modified VSM control. 

             (25)

Though the term  is used in Equation (25), a dedicated program is developed to compute the value of grid 
frequency using the zero crossing detection method. Hence, the rise time of the VSM control is improved as shown 
in Figure 12 for Case 4. 

Fig. 12. Performance comparison for all six cases considered in the analysis.

The performance of the conventional droop control is shown in Figure 12 (Case 5). From the figure, it can be 
observed that there is a delay time (td2) of 0.18 s present in the conventional droop control. This delay is basically 
caused by the PLL unit in the computation of . To eliminate this delay in the droop control method, the dedicated 
program used in Case 4 to compute the value of  is utilized. Hence, an attempt is made to remove the PLL 
in droop control method also (Case 6). The performance of the droop control which uses a dedicated program for 
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computing  is shown in Figure 12. Though the droop control without PLL shows slightly faster response than 
the modified VSM control (Case 4), there is a slight overshoot in the actual real power output of Case 6. However, 
the performance of the droop control completely depends on the value of grid frequency, which is computed by the 
dedicated program. The computation of the grid frequency may be poor during the transient events or in the presence 
of harmonics in the grid voltage. Hence, the proposed modified VSM control is more reliable than the droop control. 
The details of the different cases discussed in this section are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of the different control cases for grid connected converters.

Case No. Description Remarks

Case 1 VSM control with the damping term [Equation (1)] Standard

Case 2 VSM control without the damping term [Equation (23)] Novel

Case 3 VSM control with increased  of the PI controller [Equation (24)] Novel

Case 4 Modified VSM control [Equation (25)] Novel

Case 5 Conventional droop control with PLL [Equation (22)] Standard

Case 6 Conventional droop control without PLL Standard

CONCLUSIONS
The primary focus of this work was to develop a VSM control for the grid connected VSC’s in the power system. 

The developed model of the VSM, which operates without a phase locked loop for grid synchronization, is simulated 
in the MATLAB/Simulink platform. The simulation study was performed for a DC voltage of 360 V, the grid voltage 
of 200 V rms (L-L), and grid frequency of 50 Hz. A hardware prototype of the VSM controlled grid connected VSC 
was set up in the laboratory environment and the controller was implemented in OPAL-RT real time simulator. The 
small signal model and the eigenvalue analysis of the overall system establish the stable operation of the VSM. 
The performance comparison between the hardware and simulation results shows the close match between them. To 
overcome the limitations of PLL in the droop control and conventional VSM control, a modified VSM is proposed 
to eliminate the dependency on PLL unit for frequency measurement. It can be concluded that the modified VSM 
controlled voltage source converter gives a better response over the conventional VSM control and droop control 
methods. Hence, the modified VSM control may be a suitable candidate for the power system applications.
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W UD « ÂUE  UIO D  WJ A U  WKB *« WOzU dNJ « W UD « ôu; s «e *« “UN'« w  w{«d « rJ%

”≈ „u √*Ë qO ËœË√ fM dO ** ¨”U u  uMO * ¨” qO «—U u *
bMN « ¨ô«dO  ¨UO u uMJ K  wM u « uJO U  bNF *

«bM d √ ¨sK œ ¨bKOHK  ¨sK œ WF U  WOK **

W�ö)«

 Î«—Ëœ  WO Ëd J ù«  W UD «  ôu  VFK  ÆWOK I *«  W UD «  WLE √  s  √e  ô  Î¡e  …œb *«  W UD «  vK  WLzUI «  W “u*«  W UD «  «b u  X �√

 ¨s «e *« b u*« q  …—«Ëœ W U  Í√ pK 9 ô WO Ëd J ù« W UD « ôu  Ê_ Î«dE  Æo «d*« WJ Ë …œb *« W UD « —œUB  5  WOMO  …eN Q  ÎUO Oz—

 W UD « UJ  vK  dDO  Íc « w Ëd J ù« ‰u;« …dO Ë w  W UH  U «d « w  V  UNOK  VKD «Ë W UD « «œ«b ≈ w  WF d « U KI « ÊS

 WO «c « W U;« d u Ë s «e *« “UN'« „uK  bOKI  WJ A U  WKB *« ôu;« w  rJ K  ©VSM® s «e *« w{«d ô« “UN'« ZN  ‰ËU  ÆWHOFC «

 WKB  ôu; ` —Q « W œUF  vK  bL F  VSM  w  rJ K  W bF Ô  WO O «d « Õ«d « - ¨Y « «c  w  ÆwzU dNJ « s e « V  WJ AK

 b bF « fJ  vK  WJ A « WM «e* —uD « WKHI  WIK  v ≈ ÃU % ôË X U  wF d  —U ≈ w  W d IÔ*« rJ « WO O «d « oO D  - Æ—«u _« WO ö  WJ A

 d K  l  —«u _« w ö  bN  —bB* ‰u  ‰ö  s  WKB  DC s e  …b Ë s  VSM …b Ë ÊuJ  ÆÈd _« «—uAM*« w  …œu u*« ‚dD « s

 w  dO √ X u  uKO  1 Ë e d  50 ¨X u  200 UH�«u0 VSM …b Ë —U ô œ«b ù« d uD  - Æq UL*« wK;« rJ « ÂUE Ë WJ A « w  LCL
 —uBI « WLO  w  s U « dO Q Ë W UD « w  wK UH «Ë wIOI(« rJ « q  ¡«œú  WHK  U «—œ X d

Ô
√ b Ë ÆrJ « WD  W � s  oI K  d *«

 ÆWJ A « œœd  dOG  VSM W U «Ë W UD « W U « vK Ë VSM w  w «c «

 w  ‰bFÔ*« rJ « jD  Ê√ ZzU M « X √Ë ÆWJ A U  WKB *« ôu LK  w b « w  W bOKI « rJ « WI d  l  VSM w  rJ « ¡«œ√ W —UI  X9

Æw b « w  ÍbOKI « rJ « s  qC √ Î¡«œ√ d u  VSM


